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1 Introduction

�is document explains the COPiL LATEXclass �le for preparing COPiL articles/squibs.
Authors are kindly requested to adhere the below guidelines as closely as possible
so as to facilitate the editorial process.

2 Document Setup

Download all folder contents (.cls, .bst, .tex, .bib). �e main .tex �le of this
template will call the document class copilv12. Please do not change this or remove
any packages from the preamble. Please avoid adding additional packages unless
necessary. Please do not change anything in the class (.cls) �le.

3 Spelling and Style

Standard British and American spellings are both accepted, but please be consistent.
You are responsible for checking spelling errors prior to submission. Please avoid
contractions and informal style.

3.1 Titles and headings

�e �rst le�er of each content word in the main title should be capitalised. For
sub-titles, only the �rst word and any proper names should be capitalised. Section
and sub-section headings should follow the same format as main titles and sub-titles
respectively (e.g. First Language A�rition and Syntactic Subjects: A study of Greek
and Italian near-native speakers of English).

4 Punctuation

Please use single quotation marks. Double quotation should only be used when
for internal quotes inside quotes. Please also make sure to di�erentiate between
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opening (‘. . . ) and closing (. . . ’) quotation marks. Punctuation should go inside
quotation marks while footnotes should go outside, e.g. ‘. . . ?’1

5 Data

5.1 Tables and �gures

All tables and �gures must be numbered and captioned. Captions should be under
the table or �gure and end in a full stop. For tables with a lot of text, we recommend
the tabulary package. Leave out vertical lines in tables where possible. For empty
table cells, use a single solid line (-).

5.2 Linguistic examples

Linguistic data in the running text should be italicised. If the in-text data is not in
English, it should be followed by a gloss in quotation marks (e.g. cane ‘dog’). When
pronunciation is relevant please use IPA transcription.
Please use the expex package for numbered examples. For judgements, please

use the \ljudge{} command. Examples and translations should have a full stop
and capitalisation. Gloss lines should not. Refer to examples in text as (1), (1, 2) or
(1 - 3).

(1) A preamble to an example with parts

a. A sub-example.

b. Marco

Marco
ama

loves
il

the
ga�o.

cat

‘Marco loves the cat.’
c. *An ungrammatical example.

\pex A preamble to an example with parts
\a A sub-example.
\a
\begingl
\gla Marco ama il gatto. //
\glb Marco loves the cat //
\glft `Marco loves the cat.'//
\endgl
\a \ljudge {*} An ungrammatical example.
\xe

1 Here is an example footnote.
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6 References

You are encouraged to use BibTeX for your bibliography. �e recommended citation
style is APA and is also the default for this document. Please use the natbib package.
Here are some example citations:

• Tsimpli, Sorace, Heycock & Filiaci (2004) (\citet{Tsimpli2004})

• Roberts (1987, 2019) (\citet{Roberts1987, Roberts2019})

• (Tsimpli et al. 2004) (\citep{Tsimpli2004})

• (cf. Roberts 1987: 20-28) (\citep[cf.][20-28]{Roberts1987})

• Tsimpli et al.’s (2004) experiment (\citeapos{Tsimpli2004})

• Please do not use \citeauthor{} and \citeyear{}.

Use the \autoref{} command for all cross-referencing except to examples. For
cross-referencing examples, please use \ref{} instead.

6.1 .bib �le

• Capitalise the initial le�er of every content word for all entries.

• Enclose non-initial capitalised le�ers in brackets, e.g. title = {Structure
and {B}eyond}.

• Use en-dash (two hyphens) in page numnbers, e.g. page = {104 -- 131}.

• Use a backslash for underline/underscores inside URL, e.g.
https://www.mmll.cam.ac.uk/files/copil\ latex\ guidelines.pd

Abbreviations

If you use any unconventional abbreviations (e.g. for glossing), please include a full
list immediately before your references.
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Appendices

If you wish to include any appendices (e.g. stimuli), you may include them here.

�e COPiL Team
�e University of Cambridge
copil@mmll.cam.ac.uk
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